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Water has no color but it has the other name as â€œlifeâ€• which is rich of so many colors signifying
different phases. The water seems more blissful when it gets the rhythm of life â€“a flow. This is the
reason that many poets have found the bliss of solitude in fountains, rivers etc. Who doesnâ€™t like the
beauty of fountains falling from the roof of a mountain through rocks? Who doesnâ€™t like the flow and
the sound of water in a river? This symbolizes our life and vitality.

From the very ancient times of human civilization, water fountains have been used for decorating
gardens, palaces and parks, public places etc. The prehistoric fountains used gravitational force for
their natural mobility. With the advancement in the science and technology, the fountains use
electrical power to run and superior electronic control systems to accurately control their motions.
Modern fountains include many interactive and architectural fountains like the musical fountains,
floor fountains etc.

The musical fountains are the beautiful gifts of the technology. They are actually interactive
fountains involving a rhythmic movement of the water particles according to the tempo of music.
There are also laser and light sources installed in those interactive fountains. As the light refracted
in the water particles, a virtual 3D image is created which blesses our eye with beauty.

Not only the musical fountains, there are also other types of architectural fountains like the floor
fountains, dancing fountains, wall fountains etc. The floor fountains are very beautiful and often
used to enhance the aesthetic value of the place. The floor fountains are generally seen in the
shopping malls, business offices, shops to attract the customers. Sometimes it is also used by
individual persons in their house to beautify the look of the house. The floor fountains with their
beautiful design crates a mystic effect in our minds that takes us far away from the nerdy real world
into a world that we dream of as our wonderland.

Floor fountains are also sometimes equipped with the interactive features like sound effects and
music. The beautiful water features can bring back life into your house if selected properly according
to the environment of your house.

Premier World, as a company, makes wonderful water feature for years which are being used by the
reputed persons and companies to increase their aesthetic value. Premier Worlds produces a large
variety of water features including the 3D effects, light and laser effects, musical fountains, dancing
fountains and other interactive water fountains. There are also some innovative models of water
features which are easy to install and look gorgeous while at play.

The artificial effects made by using the natural beauty of water and light have been used from very
past. For example we can talk about the â€œHanging garden of Babylon.â€• There were artificial water
fountains powered by the Archimedesâ€™s Screw. In modern days the electronic timers, actuators and
computerized systems are being used for the purpose of making beautiful architectural fountains.

For more information visit http://www.premierworld.com/
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